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INTRODUCTION 

ClubSail is a minimalistic and intuitive tool to configure and manage all your club racing 

schedules from open meetings and regattas to mid-week racing and all-in events.  

There are no complex menus and no technical jargon to overcome, just straightforward 

options presented in a familiar way that will give you the confidence to manage the often 

frenetic situation in the club race box or the committee boat. 

Results are available immediately to competitors along with a full season programme of events 

and the all-important list of trophy winners. 

The following sections describe some principles that underpin the familiar data structures we 

all use to define fleets, series, and races. Please take time to read them, if nothing else it’s 

important that you’re aware of the terminology that is used within ClubSail. 
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FLEETS, CLASSES & BOATS 

All fleets share a common structure.  Understanding this structure will enable you to quickly 

define the basic sets of data that are the building blocks of the fleets that exist in your club. 

 

In this example, the BLAZE class has sufficient numbers to justify having their own fleet and 

one-design races, as well as joining in the DINGHY FAST HANDICAP fleet races, perhaps on days 

when turnout is normally low for the BLAZE class. 

The principle is:  

A BOAT always belongs to a single CLASS. 

A FLEET comprises one or more CLASSES. 

 

In other words, a BOAT is not linked directly to a FLEET rather, it is linked to one or more fleets 

via its CLASS.  
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SIMPLE SERIES, SUPER SERIES & SUPER RACES 

Each fleet will have a number of races scheduled for the season. These races are specific to a 

single fleet and are not linked to any other fleet. This doesn’t preclude two fleets from 

scheduling a race on the same date and time; they can even share the same start line.  

However, the result of each race is recorded and reported separately. 

 

SIMPLE SERIES 

Fleet races are organised into series. An individual race can be linked to one or more series. 

This is common in club racing where the season is often broken into multiple overlapping series 

that cater for some members who may not be able to commit to the full schedule for a season 

but would still be eligible for the whole of an early, mid or late season series. 
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SUPER SERIES 

A ‘super series’ is a set of races drawn from multiple series across a season. ClubSail uses the 

definition to gather all races in scope (ignoring duplicates), sorts them by date/time, then 

assigns a race sequence to each. You then specify the scoring scheme(s) to use, and the 

number of discards allowed completely independently of the other series to which they relate. 

There are two ways to define a super series.  

1. Explicitly add a race date already linked to a ‘simple’ series, as happens when series 

overlap.  

2. Define the super series as comprising a set of series.  
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SUPER RACES 

 

When a broad selection of classes of differing size and performance are competing in a race, 

it may be desirable to separate the classes into similar groupings (e.g., Group 1 = Class 1 & 2, 

Group 2 = Class 3 & 4 etc.) and set each group off at close intervals. All boats still sail the same 

course, and the result is the combination of the individual race elapsed times. As far as the 

Race Officer is concerned, each race is separate although, in practice, there is logically only the 

single parent ‘super race’. 
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HOME 

 

The HOME page is not available unless you are logged in. 

The main navigation bar at the top of the page gives access to the three public view-only areas 

of ClubSail: RESULTS, TROPHIES & PROGRAMME. 

The blue squares give access to the sections of ClubSail that allow you to perform all the fleet 

configuration and race management tasks at your club. 
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OPTIONS 

 

There are two site-level options available.  

1. Allow GUEST boats 

2. Show background image 

The first enables the Race Officer to record the participation of GUEST boats in a race without 

impacting the position and scores of all other certified boats in the race, i.e., boats that have 

officially entered. 

If a GUEST boat subsequently becomes certified for the series, their guest status can be 

removed, and all their historical results will be fully integrated into the races in which they 

previously sailed. 

Also, note the page navigation buttons under the main navigation bar: 

 

   BACK          SAVE    REFRESH 

These are used across all the administration pages. The BACK button will return you to the last 

page being viewed. 
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RACING 

 

The RACING page is accessed from the HOME page. 

From here you can access: 

• RACE MANAGEMENT 

• SERIES 

• SCORING CODES 

• HANDICAP SCHEMES 

• FILE INTERFACE 

When initialising ClubSail, you will want to specify the SCORING CODES and HANDICAP 

SCHEMES that you will be using at your club. Any handicap schemes that you intend using must 

be activated here first to make them available on the SCORING SCHEMES page when defining 

your CLASSES. 
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SCORING CODES 

 

Activate all scoring codes that you will be using. 

When a code has a user-defined option, enter the appropriate value here, e.g., when scoring 

a boat as TLE (Time limit expired) the position awarded is based on the position of the last boat 

to finish within the time limit plus a user-defined number of places. 

The descriptions against each code are displayed as a ‘hint’ pop-up when viewing results on 

the public page. 
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HANDICAP SCHEMES 

 

Handicap schemes are used to adjust the elapsed times of the boats in a race. The adjusted or 

corrected times are then used to rank the boats in the race. 

Handicap schemes can be grouped into two types: 

1. Correction factors (as a decimal number or fraction) 

2. Progressive schemes 

The Portsmouth Yardstick (PY) and International Rating Certificate (IRC) schemes are examples 

of correction factors, and the Empirical Handicap Scheme for Yachts (EHS) and National 

Handicap for Cruisers (NHC) schemes are examples of progressive schemes where a boat’s 

rating is automatically adjusted every time they compete in a race. 

If you don’t see the explicit scheme you wish to use displayed here, activate one of the 

appropriate generic schemes such as TCF or N1000 and relabel it in the FLEET OPTIONS pop-

up. 
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FLEETS 

 

The top-level definition of the FLEET.  Use the  button to add a new FLEET. 

Clicking on the OPTIONS    icon opens the FLEET OPTIONS pop-up. 
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FLEET OPTIONS 

 

This is where you set the display labels for the handicap schemes applicable to the FLEET (a 

consolidated list based on the CLASSES attached to the fleet) and specify how dropdown lists 

are constructed for the fleet. 

If the Empirical Handicap Scheme for Yachts (EHS) is enabled for the fleet, the configuration 

options for this scheme are specified here. 
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CLASSES 

 

The top-level definition of the CLASS.  Use the  button to add a new CLASS. 

All CLASSES added here are available to all FLEETs for selection. 

Clicking on the SCORING    icon opens the SCORING SCHEMES page. 
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SCORING SCHEMES 

 

This page displays all the handicap schemes that have been defined as active via the HANDICAP 

SCHEMES page. 

Activate the scheme(s) required for the CLASS and (if applicable) click on the  icon to enter 

the correction factor via the pop-up panel. 

Click on the  icon to view all boat ratings for each scheme active for the class. 
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BOATS 

 

As well as details of the boat (Sail Number, Name, Owner, Helm, Crew, Division) the page also 

lists the Handicap Scheme(s) for the associated CLASS. 

A new person can be added either by clicking the   icon next to PERSON and selecting from 

the dropdown list of existing people, or the  icon after ‘Add a new person...’ and entering 

the first and last names and club membership (optional).  If the person is unknown to ClubSail 

a new entry will be created before completing the assignment to the boat. 
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CLUBS 

 

The CLUBS page is accessed from the HOME page. The list will likely include not only your own 

club, but also clubs that visiting yachts people are members of. 
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PEOPLE 

 

The PEOPLE page is accessed from the HOME page. 

The BOAT HISTORY is listed for each person to allow for easier maintenance. 

Clicking on the  icon on a row will take you to the associated BOAT page. 
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SERIES 

 

This page is accessed from the RACING page by clicking on SERIES. 

The minimum information required is the TITLE and FORMAT. 

The SHORT TITLE, if present, is used on the PROGRAMME page. 

Supported series formats are: 

• Fleet 

• Pursuit 

• Team 

• Feature (One-off races, e.g., Crews Race, Single-Handed Race etc.) 
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RACES 

 

This page is accessed from the SERIES page by clicking on the  icon. 

Use this page to specify the following: 

• The race(s) that comprise the series. 

• A RACE NOTE or RACE TROPHY. If more than one handicap scheme is active, the 

appropriate scheme for the race trophy is specified via a dropdown list. 

• The number of DISCARDS allowed. 

• The declared number of ENTRIES (optional), otherwise ClubSail counts the number of 

unique entries across all races for the series. 

• A general SERIES NOTE to be displayed next to the series trophy (if present). 

• The STATUS of the series (OPEN / CLOSED). Once closed, the winner of the series is 

displayed on the public TROPHIES page. 

Clicking on the SETTINGS  icon takes you to the SERIES SETTINGS page to complete the 

series setup. 
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SERIES SETTINGS 

 

This page is accessed from the RACES page by clicking on the SETTINGS  icon. 

There are multiple configuration options on this page: 

• Handicap SCHEME. 

o Activate all that are applicable (click on the checkbox and SAVE ) 

o Click on the TROPHY  icon to specify trophies for 1st, 2nd and 3rd  

• The SCORING SYSTEM defaults to Low Point. The Bonus Point system is also available. 

• Specify whether RRS Appendix A5.3 is in effect for the series. 

• Specify which COLUMNS are to be displayed on the RESULTS page. 

• Specify the SUPER SERIES status. 

• Specify whether the series is to be split by DIVISION (see below). 

When a series division is active, the option to allocate TROPHIES by that division is 

automatically made available. 
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HOW TO CONFIGURE A SCRATCH SERIES IN A MULTI-CLASS FLEET 

There is alternative way of configuring a scratch series for a CLASS that is also a member of a 

multi-class fleet which avoids the need to create a separate fleet, e.g., rather than having a 

DINGHY FAST HANDICAP fleet and a separate BLAZE fleet, you could retain all the BLAZE series 

within the one DINGHY FAST HANDICAP fleet. 

 

To do this, go to the SERIES SETTINGS page (accessed via the RACES page) and - 

• Activate the Scratch scheme for the series 

• Select the appropriate CLASS from the DESCRIPTION/CLASS dropdown 

Don’t forget to SAVE your changes. 

And that’s it, all other options are the same as for any other series. 
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RACE MANAGEMENT 

 

This page is accessed from the RACING page by clicking on RACE MANAGEMENT. 

Whether you are managing a one-design open meeting, an average laps race for a dinghy 

handicap fleet, or the menagerie of mid-week races at your club, this page is designed to make 

the job of the Race Officer as easy as possible. 

The following sections describe the many functions available. 
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ENTRY MODE 

The entry mode will either be Single-Race entry or Multi-Race entry. 

Single-Race entry is the default mode set on initial display of the RACE MANAGEMENT page.  

You can switch to Multi-Race entry by clicking the  button. 

Return to Single-Race entry via the back  button. 

 

THE NEXT FINISHER FUNCTION 

Clicking on NEXT FINISHER reveals a dropdown list of all boats available for selection for the 

current mode of the page.  

ALTERNATIVE TO THE NEXT FINISHER BUTTON 

If you prefer, you can also use the ENTER key to trigger NEXT FINISHER. This function is active 

if NEXT FINISHER has a GREEN border. If it is ORANGE, hovering over the key turns the border 

green and activates the function. 

 

SPECIFYING RACE ENTRANTS 

Identifying RACE ENTRANTS is optional. If you choose to do so it will aid result entry and most 

importantly, the safety of the competitors as it helps keep track of boats still out on the course. 

When race entrants have been noted, lists of boats will only contain those identified as such. 

When all identified race entrants have finished, the following message is displayed: 

All specified RACE ENTRANTS have finished 

 

However, if you then need to finish another boat in the same race NOT identified as a race 

entrant, the list of boats will comprise ALL unfinished boats for the fleet. 
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MULTI-RACE ENTRY MODE 

 Switching to this mode makes keeping track of multiple simultaneous races easy.  

 

Clicking on NEXT FINISHER reveals a dropdown list of all boats for all fleets currently active on 

the course. If the RACE ENTRANTS ONLY option is selected, the dropdown list will only comprise 

those boats.  Additionally, any boats that have FINISHED will be excluded. 

To finish a boat, you simply need to select it from the available list and click SAVE  

ClubSail automatically snaps the exact finishing time of each boat. It knows the corresponding 

fleet and race to allocate each boat to (whether it be a laps, pursuit, or ‘regular’ fleet race), 

leaving you to simply focus on correctly identifying each one. 
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UNIDENTIFIED FINISHERS 
 

 

When in multi-race entry mode, if you are unable to identify a finisher immediately, clicking 

SAVE will add a row ‘below the line’ and place the finisher in a holding state.  

Unidentified finishers are only held for the duration of the race day after which they are 

automatically deleted. They can either be successfully identified and saved to the appropriate 

fleet or deleted. 
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SINGLE-RACE ENTRY MODE 

This is the default mode set on initial display of the RACE MANAGEMENT page. 

 

TODAY VS. FLEET 

If any races are scheduled for today, ‘Today’ is selected automatically and the dropdown list 

below comprises all races for all fleets with races on this date only. 

If no races are scheduled for today, the option is unavailable and ‘Fleet’ mode is selected. 

When in this mode, the dropdown list below comprises all races up to today’s date for the 

FLEET identified in the main dropdown at the top of the page. 

You can navigate the list of races in two ways: 

1. Via the left/right arrows  

2. By clicking on the dropdown list and jumping to the specified race 

START TIME 

The start time for a race can be amended as required (e.g., due to a postponement or general 

recall), just enter the new value and click SAVE . 
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POINTS MULTIPLIER 

A factor to apply to all points scored for the race. Select a value from 0.5 to 10.0 from the 

dropdown list and specify whether the race score is EXCL(udable) or NON-EXCL(udable) from 

the overall series score.   

QUICK ADD A BOAT 

This feature enables the Race Officer to rapidly enter the minimum details of a boat that is not 

currently known to ClubSail.  Perhaps an unknown boat is approaching the finish line and, by 

capturing the details without needing to navigate to the BOATS page, there is enough time to 

formally record its identity before it finishes. 

FINISH TIME FORMAT 

There are six different options: 

1. DATE hh:mm:ss (race date is specified) 

2. TODAY hh:mm:ss (race date is assumed to be the current date) 

3. ELAPSED dd:hh:mm:ss 

4. ELASPED hh:mm:ss 

5. ELAPSED mm:ss 

6. ELAPSED ss 

 

TIME CAPTURE 

Time capture is either ON or OFF.  When it is ON, clicking on NEXT FINISHER will snap the 

current time for each boat. 

It is recommended that time capture is turned OFF for post-race entry of results. 

STATUS 

Select the appropriate STATUS for each finisher via the dropdown list.  This list is comprised of 

only those SCORING CODES which have been activated. 

If a status is associated with an ADJUSTMENT, a secondary option will appear once the page 

has been saved.  
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LAPS 

 

You can opt to specify a number of LAPS of a course to be sailed via the dropdown.  Choose 

between none (OFF) and 9 laps. 

There are now three additional fields to consider - 

1. A new ‘Active’ STATUS that appears against finishers 

2. A count of laps completed (greyed-out) 

3. A FINISH LAP button 

Use the NEXT FINISHER button to log the first completed lap of each boat. For the completion 

of subsequent laps, use the FINISH LAP button. Once a boat has completed all required laps, 

ClubSail automatically moves their status to ‘Finished’. 
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AVERAGE LAPS 

ClubSail supports the RYA method for applying Average Laps scoring to a race. 

 

To activate this option, click on the AVG LAPS slider. 

There are three quantities that need to be specified as described in the RYA method: 

1. ABOUT TO FINISH TIME 

2. (Race) DURATION 

3. LAP FACTOR 

The PLANNED FINISH and TIME LIMIT fields are derived automatically by ClubSail. 
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FILE INTERFACE 

 

This page is accessed from the RACING page by clicking on FILE INTERFACE. 

Perhaps adjacent clubs share the task of running the schedule of races for a season, in which 

case the FILE INTERFACE facility provides a quick and easy way of copying the race results to 

the partner club. 

You can port complete definitions of the following structures between different ClubSail 

databases. 

• Race 

• Series 

• Boats 

• Fleets 

• Trophies 

• Classes 

• People 

• Clubs 

• Race calendar 
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